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Across

1. A form of team game played in North America 

with an oval ball on a field marked out as a gridiron

4. Athletic events that take place on a running 

track

6. the movement of action and speed, opposite of 

walking

9. Shooting targets with a bow and arrow

13. The sport of climbing rock faces

15. the condition of being fit and healthy

16. The sport of riding down hill on snow with one 

thing strapped to your feet

18. The sport or activity of riding a bicycle

19. a bat and ball game between two teams with a 

wicket and a ball

20. A game resembling field hockey, played on 

horseback with a long-handled mallet

21. Racing on long slim skates around an oval

23. An indoor game based on tennis, played with 

small paddles and a ball bounced on a table divided 

by a net

26. Exercises developing or displaying physical 

agility and coordination

27. A game played on ice when large round stones 

are slid across the ice

28. a game with an oval ball that can be carried, 

kicked or passed from hand to hand

29. Throwing a ball down the lane trying to knock 

down pins

31. A team game in which the ball is thrown, 

caught, and carried with a long stick with a piece of 

netting on it

32. the sport or activity of grappling with an 

opponent and trying to throw or hold them down on 

the ground

Down

2. A sport involving the performance of organized 

cheering, chanting, and dancing

3. jumping out of the plane with the parachute

5. The competitive sport of ice skating in 

prescribed patterns/kinda like dancing on ice

7. racing in water

8. five players are on the court and points are 

scored by throwing the ball

10. try to strike the ball with a club and get it in 

the hole

11. Skating with a stick and trying to get the thing 

in the net

12. a game between two teams trying to get it 

over the net, the goal is to get three hits

14. Hitting the birdie with the racket over the 

medium/high net

17. Hitting a fleecy ball with a racket over the low 

net

22. travelling downhill over snow on two things 

strapped to your feet

24. a diamond shape field and you use a bat and a 

ball

25. Sport or pastime of riding a wave toward the 

shore while standing or lying on a surfboard

30. can't touch the ball with your hand only the 

goalie can


